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Abstract

Purpose: This paper set out to critically examine the challenges faced by libraries and librarians in Nigeria in their services provision to users in this era known for information explosion and the use of Information and Communication Technologies in information handling processes.

Design/Methodology/Approach: The approach adopted for this study was library research which an overview of Developing Nations meeting the challenges of the 21st century.

Findings: The paper identified information literacy, training and food interpersonal and communication skills as vital for librarians to be relevant and functional in the 21st century. They also require technical competencies such as ability to embrace change, comfort in the online environment, ability to troubleshoot and learn new technologies, and ability to keep up with new ideas in technology and librarianship.

Practical Implications: the 21st century era of advances in ICT should be accepted by librarians as opportunities for libraries and librarians to showcase themselves for greater relevance in the information age.

Originality/Value: The paper's value lies in its submission strategies that will ensure that librarians meet the challenges of the 21st century which include automation of libraries, training of librarians and promotion of information literacy among others.
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Introduction

The 21st century has ushered in a lot of changes in the way and manner in which library and information services are carried out. Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are now adopted in the provision of library and information services. The users on their own side had experienced increased awareness on the relevance of information in their daily activities, and this has affected the way they perceive and utilize information just like the information professionals who had equally experienced increase on information availability on virtually all fields and facets of life, thus, the information handling and communication processes had also dramatically changed. Titangos and Jan (2006) documented that library profession is at a crossroad in the 21st century as traditional library service appear to be on the decline while new technology based services are on the rise. All these are resultant effects of technological developments and information explosion that is being experienced since late 19th century as a result of series of developmental activities and researches being undertaken by various stakeholders.

The Concept of Library in the 21st Century

A library traditionally was seen as a building that houses a collection of books and other materials; a depository built to contain books and other materials for reading and study (Word Net Search-3.0). This definition did not take into cognizance the existence of electronic/digitized materials which are accessed electronically, even from remote areas, outside of the library building.

However, a library in the 21st century can be defined as an institution or source that provides unhindered access to information and information services that satisfies the clientele's actual and potential information needs. This definition brings into cognizance the dual nature of the library as a 'space' and a 'place'. It implies that libraries can equally be virtual besides its traditional nature. IFLA (2003) elaborately defined a library in the 21st century...
as a place of wide-eyed discovery; a tool for life-long learning; a bank of ideas and inspiration; a source of answers to factual questions; a place to acquire new skills; a community centre; a local studies resource and; a place of sheer pleasure and enjoy,ment. The above definition implies that a 21st century library must have the capacity to actually provide varying formation and services capable of developing and enhancing the knowledge and intellectual base of its patrons.

Challenges of Library and Information Service Provision in the 21st Century

The provision of library and information services to a large extent is dependent upon the kind of library in question. The information services provided by the various types of libraries are usually community of user oriented, that is, each library provides information targeted at satisfying the information needs of its unique community of users. For instance, while the academic libraries are concentrating on providing information and services that will cater for the study and research needs of the various faculties established in their institutions, the national library, as the legal depository centre ensures that it collects, preserves and makes available to users the national publishing output of the country as well as foreign publishing on the country. The public libraries serve the general public (children, adults, rural people, etc) and most often provides materials relating to the history and development of its locality. Special libraries on the other hand, provide services targeted specially at satisfying its parent organization.

Whichever type of library that is involved, the generally and paramount goal of all is, the provision of effective library and information services. Libraries are neither ignorant of the challenges posed by the presence of Information technology and the Internet in this 21st century nor unaware of the challenges in library and information service provision posed by the advent of information explosion as well as the increase in users' awareness of information sources availability other than the library. The way users perceive and utilize information has drastically changed. According to West Sussex Country Council (2010), modern technology has changed the way many people use libraries. Self service check-in and check-out systems are already being used, and are set to grow. There is this assumption by users that Internet is alternate to library and, can be substituted for the library. These challenges bring many questions to mind when one begins to ruminate on ways of providing library and information services that will adequately satisfy the needs of users in this 21st century. Such questions include but, not limited to:

1. Do the libraries have these Information Technology facilities available?
2. Do the libraries have librarians that possess the technical know-how to man these facilities?
3. Do the libraries have adequate numbers of staff who possess adequate IT skills to search, sift, organize, store and manage the information sourced and retrieved electronically?

The response to these questions will influence the steps to be taken in ensuring that users are provided with adequate library and information services in this 21st century.

Skills and Technical Competencies Requirement of 21st Century Librarians

There are several skills required of librarians to be relevant and function effectively in this 21st century. These skills can generally be categorized into;

a. **Information literacy / ICT skills:** these skills are required to function effectively as Search Intermediaries, Information Technology Facilitators, Interface Designers, Knowledge Managers, Sifter of Information Resources, etc.

b. **Training skill:** this is needed to train users on how to effectively utilize the various library resources. For librarians to optimally function as Information Literacy Educators, End-User Trainers and also carry out general library user education effectively, this skill is an underlying factor.

c. **Good interpersonal and communication skill:** because library activities involve service providers (Librarians) and users with different socio-economic, cultural and religious backgrounds and orientations, the librarians are required to possess this skill to be able to know how best to approach each user.
In addition to these skills, there are basic technical competences required of librarians in this information age. Farkas (2006) documented them as follows:

1. **Ability to embrace change**: patron populations are rapidly changing as are the technologies for serving them. We need to be able to look at how we are serving our patrons and to change our strategies if what we are doing is not working (or is not the best we could be doing). Change should be looked upon as an exciting thing – as a positive thing. We should fear “not being able to provide the best services to our patrons much more than we should fear change”.

2. **Comfort in the online medium**: Librarians need to do so much online these days, way beyond basic catalog and database searching (which sure isn’t easy either). Librarians have to be able to use search engines and use them well. They need to be able to find quality online resources. They need to help patrons set up e-mail and teach basic Internet skills. They need to be able to troubleshoot problems users are having accessing online library resources. You just can’t provide reference services without basic Internet and search skills.

3. **Ability to troubleshoot new technologies**: As libraries get new computers, printers, scanners, etc. Librarians need to learn how to troubleshoot them. Librarians should be able to play with the technologies in the library, to learn what problems commonly come up, and to fix them if necessary.

4. **Ability to easily learn new technologies**: Learning about technology is definitely a skill. People need to learn how to use new technologies without having to ask other people for help all the time. It’s easier to learn and master the technologies by just casually playing with it and consulting the documentations if there are things that one finds confusing.

5. **Ability to keep up with new ideas in technology and librarianship (enthusiasm for learning)**: Keeping up with new technology is often not an explicitly listed part of one’s basic weekly job duties, but its importance can’t be stressed enough. Five years ago, few people were talking about blogs in libraries, but now so many libraries are using this tool to provide services to patrons. We need to be able to keep up with what’s new in technology and what libraries are (or could be) doing with it.

### Ways of Meeting the Challenges of the 21st Century

Having noted that there are challenges inherent in the provision of library and information services in the 21st century, another question that now needs to be answered is, what roles and services should libraries in Nigeria render to their users to be able to remain relevant even in the face of the challenges posed by the 21st century? The simple answer is that libraries should grasp the opportunity presented by the application of these new technologies that is now the order of the day, to revolutionize their service rendering processes. The following are instances on how to go about it.

#### a. Automation of the library

This is a prerequisite requirement in being part of library and information services provider in the 21st century. Electronic resources can never be accessed or utilized in a library that is yet to be automated. More so, in the era of inadequate funding of libraries which is a common phenomenon in Nigeria, automating the library with Internet access will give room for libraries to establish consortium or go into collaboration in the areas of materials acquisition, exchange, etc, thus, spending less resources. Automation also gives room for improved customer service by helping to take some of the workload off librarians and other staff members in the areas of acquisitions, cataloging and circulation, which in turn allows them to better serve their patrons. This extra time can lead to more programs being facilitated in the library and also make library staff available to assist users who are having trouble researching or finding the right information. Castek (nd) also confirmed that automation of the library allows for an improvement in the variety, amount and quality of materials that are available in the library’s collection.
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them. This is to say that the ability to ascertain what actually they need will enhance the provision of services that will satisfy the user's needs, especially in this era of information explosion. Libraries in Nigeria should embrace periodic user study as one of the strategies of meeting the challenges of the 21st century.

f. Organizing workshops and outreach programmes

Organization of workshops and outreaches geared towards addressing the needs of users is another way of meeting the challenges of the 21st century, especially for public and health libraries. During such programmes, it is expected that some information which currently existed in printed format, could be repackaged into audio or even audio-visual format for better understanding by the expected audience. This will influence better appreciation of the library and information services by the users.

g. Digitization of local content

Digitization of local content enables a community's heritage of intellectual property to be available at the local, regional, national and global level. It involves conversion of materials currently held in traditional formats into digital format as well as provision of new modes of access to cultural heritage material in libraries, archives and museums in Nigeria. The purpose of this project is usually to enable public libraries, archives and museums to provide access for citizens to their cultural holdings and to provide citizens with access to relevant local content. At the same time, the materials are equally saved from destruction and preserved for future use through this process.

h. Users as partners in library services

Studies such as the one by Oseghale (2008) on "Faculty Opinion as Collection Evaluation Method" have shown that users' participation in library services such as selection of library materials impacts the library positively. Nigerian libraries should embrace the involvement of library users in the selection processes, the designing and implementation of some library services and, encourage feedback from users. This however is tended to avert the possibility of ending coming up with a product or design that will not be appreciated by the users thus, not satisfying their needs.

i. Cybrarian services

Rao and Babu (2001), pointed out that for libraries to meet up with the challenges of the 21st century, they must have the ability to provide services such as: search intermediary services, facilitator services, end-user trainer/educator services, knowledge manager and, sifter of information services. This implies that libraries should not just concentrate on the provision of the traditional services of acquisition, cataloguing and classification, circulation and, preservation of library resources but should go ahead to show users that the present proliferation of information as well as the presence of information technology has made libraries more relevant as distillers of information.

j. Library cooperation and resource sharing

The paradigm shift from being "all alone" to "cooperating with others" is now a global phenomenon which libraries globally cannot afford to ignore. The common saying that "No Man is an Island" is no longer contentious in all aspect of life's activities. The inadequate funding library syndrome being experienced in the developing economies which have adversely affected their extent of information resources acquisition alongside staff training has made library cooperation very essential in achieving effective library service provision. Furthermore, the currently experienced information explosion in published output, increase in bibliographic access of literature through Internet and off-line databases on CDs, along with high cost of information resources had made it virtually impossible for libraries and information centres to fulfill information needs of their clientele. Under such squeezing situation the best option left with the libraries is to optimize their resources through extensive sharing (Tanvir, 2005). This cooperation could take the form of Interlibrary loan, book exchange, staff exchange programme, etc.

Conclusion

The 21st century era of proliferation of information and adoption of technologies in the provision of library and information services should be welcomed and embraced by libraries and librarians. Rather than seeing them as challenges, they should be seen and accepted as presenting opportunities for libraries and librarians to showcase themselves and do exploit in this information age.
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